Player Development Initiatives
A national, collective, plan to develop players to the best of their abilities.

The starting point for our new player development initiative is to create small sided standards and institute a birth year registration process. The
rationale for the changes is simple. We want to develop players with more: individual skill, intelligence, creativity and confidence.
Fewer players on the field means more touches on the ball and more involvement in the game, which helps develop more individual skill. Players who
are more skilled may become more confident and comfortable when in possession of the ball. The ratio of players to field size is designed to assist
players with making the right kind of decisions and improving their awareness.
Overall, the standards provide for an age appropriate environment where players can achieve these objectives.
In addition to small sided standards, birth year registration is also part of U.S. Soccer’s new player development initiatives. Unlike small sided
standards, birth year registration applies to all age groups of players and not just players 12 and younger. Not only will this change align our players
with the international standard, but it will allow us to be better informed to combat relative age effect when making teams for youth players.
Relative age effect refers to the selection bias towards players born earlier in the year. For example, players who are born on January 1 are 364 days
older than someone born on December 31 of the same year. This gap may result in the player born in January being more physically mature (taller,
faster, stronger, etc.) than the player born in December, especially at the younger ages.

Given the variance of growth rates, it’s important that skilled players don’t fall by the wayside just because someone is bigger or faster. It may be the
case that taller and stronger players have far less talent, and once the physical maturation levels out, these players may not fulfill their misleading
potential.
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